
Town of Middlebury
Energy Committee Meeting Minutes

Wednesday, April 12, 2017

Present:  Ross Conrad, Jason Kaye, Diane Munroe, Hannah Hurlburt, Chris Robbins, Howard Widelitz
Absent: Heather Seeley, R.J. Adler
Guest: Steve Maier

This meeting was a special meeting convened to approve the application for a “Grow Grant” offered by 
the New England Grassroots Environment Fund (NEGEF).  Steve Maier was in attendance since he 
helped write a large portion of the application.

Discussion of NEGEF Grow Grant

As discussed in the meeting and specified in the application, the funds obtained through this grant 
would be applied toward the project for providing energy efficiency upgrades to a selected municipal 
building.  The funds would cover the cost of performing energy audits which would be used to 
determine the greatest return on investment for the various efficiency upgrades.

The meeting proceeded with a review of the comments from committee members.  Changes resulting 
from these comments are as follows:

1st paragraph "Describe the group's overall program(s)"

• Add a note/parenthetical after the survey mentioning the transportation survey was supported 
by a NEGEF grant.  It was to the Weybridge Energy Committee, not Middlebury.

• Move the sentence starting with "In keeping with our mission..." to the end of the paragraph.

2nd paragraph "What does your group propose to do with a Grow grant?"

• Add specific purpose of grant at the end of (or after) the sentence  starting with "Whenever 
possible, the MEC will look..."

• Add a period at the end of bullet number "6".

3rd paragraph " Describe the group's strategy to engage neighbors/community inyour work"

• In the last sentence, change "notice" to "warned"
• Add a sentence at the end talking about publicizing the outcome of the efficiency to the 

community.  The purpose is to show some level of public awareness/engagement.

6th paragraph "What measures does the group use to track?

• Remove "an" before "energy efficiency retrofits

Next to last paragraph "Describe how your program(s) minimize community carbon footprints"

• The question was whether this paragraph is supposed to be in reference to the project for 
which we are requesting funding or in general.  The last paragraph currently in place was 
questioned as a result.  We need to determine how we want to handle this section. 



• If keeping the paragraph, change "This data" to "These data".  Would also require changing "is"
to "are"

• It was suggested we add (or move from the beginning) specific information regarding this 
project to the end of the paragraph.

Last paragraph

• The following sentence needs to be completed - "Mention VCRD Climate Economy initiative..."  

Following the review of the comments, Diane made a motion to approve the application as amended 
and Ross seconded. Approved with six in favor and two absent.

With the completion of the review and approval process of the grant application, Howard made a 
motion to adjourn the meeting and Chris second. Approved with six in favor and two absent. Meeting 
adjourned.


